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On the front line in the battle against breast cancer. WINTER 2009

Breast cancer survivors and advocates, health care professionals, community, union and corporate leaders gathered in Harrisburg
on October 14 to experience the PA Breast Cancer Coalition Annual ConferenceTM - the only statewide breast cancer conference
held in Pennsylvania each year.

The theme of this year’s conference -TheMost ImportantVoice is YOURS -was reflected in the different ‘tracks’ of workshops designed
to appeal to the needs and voices of attendees. These tracks included topics such as Advances in Treatment, Breast Cancer Survivorship,
Caring for the Caregiver, Leadership Training, The Mind/Body Connection, and Research and Clinical Trials. Shining Light Awardee
Linda M. Rhodes, Ed D inspired the audience as she accepted her award and Vivian &Meyer P. Potamkin Awardee Dr. Joseph M.
Serletti presented his research during the morning’s opening session.

At the luncheon, U.S. Congresswoman Debbie Wasserman Schultz and State Senator Vincent J. Hughes received their Pink
Ribbon Awards. The PBCC recognized CongresswomanWasserman Schultz, a breast cancer survivor, with the award for introducing
the Education and Awareness Requires Learning Young Act (EARLY Act), which directs the Centers for Disease Control to develop
and implement an education campaign about the threat breast cancer poses to young women. State Senator Hughes was selected for
his tireless work in bringing awareness to the FREETREATMENT available through the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania’s Breast and
Cervical Cancer Prevention andTreatment program.

The voices of survivors were the focus of the Pink Ribbon reception, which featured speakers Tammy Miller and Gail Hibshman.
Their messages reflected the courage and hope shared by all survivors, and provided a fitting conclusion to a wonderful conference.

Voices at PA Breast Cancer Coalition Annual
ConferenceTM AffirmCommitment to Finding aCure
Inspirational Stories of Hope and Survival, Progress in Treatment Among Highlights

Pat Halpin-Murphy presents the Pink Ribbon Award to
PA State Senator Vincent Hughes and Congresswoman

Debbie Wasserman Schultz.

Clockwise from bottom:
Dr. Linda Rhodes listens to
the opening session speaker.
Dr. Joseph Serletti presents his
research at the Grand Rounds
workshop. Penn State Lady
Lions’ basketball coach Coquese
Washington announces the
Lady Lions’ ongoing financial
commitment to the PBCC.

The PBCCWeighs in on the NewU.S. MammogramRecommendations
on our website and in the December edition of Pink LinkTM

WWW.PABREASTCANCER.ORG
Don’t receive Pink LinkTM each month? Sign up now! www.pabreastcancer.org/newsletter
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President’s Corner
Pat Halpin-Murphy

We are fortunate to have many tools in the fight against breast
cancer. Improved treatments, new methods of early detection,

and genetic screening give us hope that the key to finding the cure for
breast cancer is within our grasp. These advances would not be
possible if it weren’t for the work of dedicated researchers.

In Pennsylvania, when we file our state income taxes, we have the
opportunity to contribute all or part of our income tax return to help
fund groundbreaking research happening at facilities across the state.

The money raised through this initiative goes toward PBCC grants
for researchers who utilize the grant as seed money, or start-up funding,
for their research before they gather enough data to ultimately apply for
larger grant awards from national sources to further their research.

With an average donation of just $8, the PBCC’s Income Tax
Check-Off for Breast and Cervical Cancer Research has raised over $2
million. But those numbers don’t even begin to speak to the real
impact of each donation. That impact is not only felt by the researchers
doing their work day in and day out in their labs, but by women who
have benefited from more effective and targeted treatments, survivors
who are fortunate to have their breast cancer detected early, and
daughters who can be tested to determine whether they are at increased
risk for developing breast cancer.

Please join me and the many Pennsylvanians who will check YES
on their PA-40 state income tax form and donate your state income tax
return to fund breast cancer research this year!
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Important Breast Cancer Research:
YOU Can Make a Difference
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Leslie Anne Miller, Esq.
Executive Vice President

When facing breast cancer insurance questions,
what could be better than peace of mind?

The 2nd Edition of Breast Cancer:
Covered or Not? - the PA Breast
Cancer Coalition’s Insurance
Guidebook is available now.

If you or a friend need help
dealing with your insurance
company as you battle breast
cancer, contact the PBCC or visit
the website to download a copy:

Call 1-800-377-8828 x100 for details

www.pabreastcancer.org/insurance_book

FA S T FAC T S :

- Average donation
just $8

- Over $2 million
has been raised

- Check YES on
line 35 of your
PA-40 state

income tax form
to contribute

- YOU can make a
difference!



Survivor
Spotlight

Darlene Stevens
Mechanicsburg, Cumberland County

Illuminating the lives of breast cancer survivors

Until about four years ago, I was a flight
attendant and had health insurance to

cover mammograms and other routine exams.
The work was extremely stressful though so
when my doctor recommended a career change,
I moved in with my mom and stepdad and
started training to be a nail technician. I looked
into getting insurance on my own but there was
no way I could afford it.

Diagnosis and Treatment

In 2008, I started working as a nail tech and
moved from Abbottstown to be closer to my
new job. My doctor kept hounding me to get
a mammogram and told me I could get one
through the PA Department of Health
HealthyWoman program. I didn’t think about
how I would pay for surgery or treatment if
cancer was detected through the mammogram.
I just never expected to hear that I had breast
cancer.

When I did get that news, it was about a
half hour before I was due at work. I went to
work, told my boss and we cried together.
Then I started work because I thought I might
lose a lot of days and I didn’t know how I was
going to afford to have something like this
happen to me.

I was diagnosed with stage 2 HER-2
positive ductal carcinoma, then had a biopsy
and found that it was outside the duct. The
lymph nodes were clear so that was good.

I was so shocked when the woman with
HealthyWoman told me about the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania’s Breast and
Cervical Cancer Prevention and Treatment
program (BCCPT)*, which provides FREE

TREATMENT for uninsured and underinsured
women with breast cancer. I had no idea that
such a thing existed. She took care of all the
paperwork and even said that if I got any bills,
I should send them to her. That helped me out
tremendously. I was able to concentrate on
getting better. The financial burden was lifted
from me.

Live Life Like You’re Cured

Everything was completely covered, even
medical expenses that were not related to my
breast cancer. In June I got a lump on my
thyroid that required surgery. Until that
happened, I didn’t realize that it would be
covered under the free treatment program. I
live within my means, but I can’t imagine how
anyone would be able to afford the cost of
breast cancer treatment. The Lupron injection
and the herceptin treatment I get would cost
about $6,000 each month. I will be on
tamoxifen for another 4 years.

Through all of this, my mom was a great
supporter. She’s the one who has gone with me
to every treatment and doctor appointment.
She’s the one I’ve counted on to be there for me.

The OncoTypeDX test has determined that
my recurrence score is rather high. One day my
oncologist Dr. Gordon at Andrews & Patel
said, “Live life like you’re cured.” I always think
about that, because if you think about cancer
all the time, you’ll drive yourself crazy with
“what if ’s.” If it comes up again, I’ll deal with it
then. In the meantime, I will live life like I’m
cured.

Darlene Stevens tells her story at a recent
PBCC seminar on the free treatment program
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“I went to work, told
my boss and we cried

together. Then I
started work because I
thought I might lose a
lot of days and I didn’t
know how I was going

to afford to have
something like this
happen to me.”
- Darlene Stevens

PENNSYLVANIA BREAST CANCER COALITIONwww.pabreastcancer.org Toll Free 800.377.8828
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*The Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania’s Breast and
Cervical Cancer Prevention
and Treatment program is open
to women in Pennsylvania who
are uninsured and underinsured.
To find out if you are eligible,
call the PA Department of
Health's HealthyWoman
program at 1-800-215-7494.



www.pabreastcancer.org Toll Free 800.377.8828
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Join the Penn State
Lady Lions in the

Pink Zone This January

The Lady Lions will take it to the hoop at the
Bryce Jordan Center on January 24 for the

2010 WBCA Pink Zone at Penn State! Part of
the proceeds from the event will be donated to
the PBCC.

Breast cancer survivors are able to receive up
to 4 free tickets to the game, which will include
a halftime ceremony to recognize all survivors
and a special post-game reception.

For survivor tickets and further details, you
can call the Pink Zone Hotline at 814-863-2673
or email pinkzone@athletics.psu.edu.

Hope to see you in the stands!

McKean County Hosts 67Women, 67 Counties: Facing
Breast Cancer in PennsylvaniaTM Photo Exhibit

Kane Area Community Center hosted the 67Women, 67 Counties:
Facing Breast Cancer in PennsylvaniaTM traveling photo exhibit

earlier this year. The McKean County Exhibit Committee also
planned a number of activities for the days following the opening
reception including a blood drive, a survivor story night, massage
therapy, and a cancer forum.

“Each October I organize Kane Pink Power Day through Adagio
Health to promote Breast Cancer Awareness. This exhibit is a
continuation of the cause. I was very excited to work with the women
of our community to bring the traveling photo exhibit 67Women, 67
Counties: Facing Breast Cancer in PennsylvaniaTM to McKean County,”
said Susan Coulter, Chairperson of the McKean Exhibit Committee.

The PBCC would like to thank the PA Department of Health for
funding the traveling photo display, as well as Susan, the McKean
Exhibit Committee, the Kane Area Community Center, and all those
who took the time to visit and learn of the courage, hope and dignity
of Pennsylvania’s breast cancer survivors!

Clockwise, from top left: PBCC staff member Sarah Lightman thanks Susan
Coulter. McKean County Exhibit Participant Audrey Beckes is pictured
with her photo. Survivors are recognized as part of the opening reception.

The PBCC’s Sarah Lightman and Kevin
Smith (1st & 2nd from left) take the field
with sponsor Mimi Barash Coppersmith and
representatives from Penn State and other
organizations at a football game for the 2009

Pink Zone check presentation!

For more information, visit www.pabreastcancer.org/events

“Peace on YourWay” Concert,Delaware County Institute of Science,
Media, Delaware County

2010WBCA Pink Zone at Penn State
Bryce Jordan Center, State College, Centre County
Income Tax Check-Off for Breast Cancer Research Event
Main Capitol Rotunda, Harrisburg, Dauphin County
Country Dancing for a Cure,Hotel Carlisle, Cumberland County

12/11

1/24

2/10

3/14

CCoommiinngg  ttoo  YYoouurr  CCoommmmuunniittyy

8th Annual Westmoreland Walks, Inc:
Taking Steps Against Breast Cancer 
More Than Just a Walk in the Park  

Jennifer Pensinger of the PBCC 
(1st on left) joins the committee for
a photo during the day’s events.

Twin Lakes Park may have been
the venue for the 8th Annual

Westmoreland Walks, Inc: Taking
Steps Against Breast Cancer walk,
but the behind-the-scenes planning
needed to put together such a
successful event happens long before
the hundreds of walkers arrive.

Westmoreland Walks has the
distinction of being one of the PBCC’s
first official Grassroots Partners.
Throughout its existence, the walk has
raised nearly $200,000 for the PBCC,
with $15,000 raised this year alone.

We are grateful to the entire
Westmoreland Walks committee and
to all of the walkers, sponsors, and
supporters for their continued
support.  Thank you!



The period immediately after a breast
cancer   diagnosis is generally one of great

stress and shock, and even for women with a
basic understanding of the biology of breast
cancer or a family history of it, a time of
confusion and fear.  Recognizing this, a group
of researchers and clinicians at Allegheny
General Hospital (AGH) in Pittsburgh have
joined in an effort by the    Foundation for
Informed Medical Decision Making
(FIMDM) in Boston to assist women who
receive a breast cancer diagnosis in making the
best possible decisions about their own
treatment and care.  The Informed Decision
Making Program at AGH is funded by grants
by the foundation and has received funding
from Susan G. Komen for the Cure in
Pittsburgh.  There is no charge to patients for
participation in the program at AGH.

Since 1989 FIMDM has produced shared
decision making programs based on literature
review and feedback from focus groups that
provide a patient with the kind of information
she needs to be a full partner in the decision
making processes about her own treatment.
At AGH, one of 5 specialty care
demonstration sites for FIMDM, DVDs and
informational booklets are provided to
patients who agree to participate in the shared
decision making program.   Women receive
this information before their first visit with a
surgeon so that they can go into the
appointment with a better understanding of
their treatment and follow up options.  The
program also attempts to help patients realize
the benefits and risks of their treatment.  

The program at AGH is testing several
DVDs and booklets to see if such a program
does in fact benefit the patient.  DVD and
booklet titles offered by the sponsoring
company include such selections as “Hormone
therapy and chemotherapy—are they right for
you?”;   “Living with metastatic breast cancer”;
“Breast reconstruction”; “Early stage Breast

Cancer: Choosing your surgery”; and “DCIS:
Choosing your treatment.”  (Titles in other
areas of medicine are available from FIMDM.)
The videos provide evidence-based, unbiased
information on treatment options and
condition management and can be viewed on
site at the hospital, in the privacy of the
patient’s home, or via the AGH IDM website
for patients who have computer access.  

Questionnaires administered before and
after implementation of the decision making
program have demonstrated that knowledge,
confidence, and optimism levels all rise and
distress levels decrease in those who
participate.  Program administrators have also
concluded that “the program helps provide a
level of counseling that goes beyond the
information and recommendations that
clinicians conventionally offer.”  

What constitutes a good decision?
Making a good decision about the treatment
of a cancer you have been diagnosed with
involves not only learning about the disease
and the treatments possible or medically
advised but taking into account your own
personal values and circumstances.  Being
armed with accurate information and
understanding your own actual perspective
with regard to breast cancer—when YOU are
the one who is the   patient—are invaluable
tools of empowerment. The goal of the
decision making program now being tested at
AGH and at other sites in the country is to
help a woman feel she has a hand in
controlling the situation she has been dealt and
comfortable with the direction her
treatment and recovery take.  

Enthusiasm for this program has been high
among breast cancer patient advocates, and
women who have participated in the program
have provided overwhelmingly positive
feedback as to its helpfulness at a very difficult
time in their lives.  
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Barbara C. Good, PhD

After a Breast Cancer Diagnosis: A Decision
Based on Knowledge and Personal Values
by BARBARA C. GOOD, PHD
Director, Scientific Publications
National Surgical Adjuvant Breast & Bowel Project (NSABP)

“Being armed with
accurate information
and understanding
your own actual
perspective with
regard to breast
cancer—when YOU
are the one who is
the patient—are
invaluable tools of
empowerment.”

-- Barbara C. Good, PhD

PENNSYLVANIA BREAST CANCER COALITION

If you are interested in finding
out more about the decision
making program, contact
Harriet Gudenburr, RN, at
Allegheny General Hospital in
Pittsburgh: hgudenbu@wpahs.org 
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AAccrroossss  tthhee  SSttaattee
GGrraassssrroooottss  PPaarrttnneerrss

Plant the seed in your community and watch it grow statewide - become a GGrraassssrroooottss  PPaarrttnneerr..
To find out how, call Sarah at 717-721-2580 x107 or email sarah@pabreastcancer.org

To celebrate moms and breast cancer
survivors, Nancy Lee Bennett and

Mary Lea Shenk, Melissa Bennett held
her 2nd Annual Chili Cook-off in her
neighborhood. The theme, ‘Some Like
It Hot’, inspired Melissa and attendees
to dress like Marilyn Monroe. The
piping hot chili raised temperatures of
tasters and $2,505 for the PBCC.  Our
compliments to the chili chefs, Melissa,
and all of her friends, family, and
neighbors who supported this tasty
event!

Bloomsburg University held a
walk/run again this year in

which hundreds of runners and
walkers participated!  It was perfect
weather for a run.  Participants
received pink ribbon lollipops and
candy.  The mascot even turned up
to take part. Thanks to the entire
university community for their
continued support!

The Hershey Aquatic Club
made a quite a splash with their

“Breaststroke for Breast Cancer”
event. Swimmers wore pink swim
caps and had all-breaststroke
practices. They collected donations
totaling $4461! Thanks to event
organizer, 8th-grader Madelyn Veith
and all the swimmers for diving in
to help out the PBCC!

Mansfield, PA was hit with a
blast from the past when the

3rd Annual Country Round Up for
a Cure came to town! Poodle skirts
and saddle shoes came back into
fashion, and Elvis even made an
appearance.  It was a fun-filled night
no one will soon forget!  Special
thanks to Dee Hoffman, Barb
Bailey, and Laurie Seip - who with
help from Elvis, the Pink Ladies, and the community - raised
$7,300 for the PBCC!  Way to go!

Women in Pennsylvania
Government Relations hit

the links this fall for the PBCC -
and raised over $4,000!  Heather
Hibshmanof the PBCC participated as
part of a foursome - pictured with
their caddy.  A great time was had by
all!  Many thanks  to all of the
women, caddies, and sponsors who
made the day possible!

Flying Colors, an all-women artistgroup, has held an art show to
benefit the PBCC for many years.
This year, these talented women
contributed over $1600 to further
the PBCC’s mission. Thanks to
Flying Colors and volunteers Dennis
Eubanks and Gene Klinger for
making the event a success!  

Faculty, staff and students of River Rock
Academy donated $406 in October to the

PBCC.  They wore pink and enjoyed pink
lemonade and pink cupcakes to get into the
pink spirit.  Many thanks to event organizer
Karl Munscher, and all the faculty, staff and
students at the Academy!

Look for more events from the fall in the 
Spring 2009 issue or on our website at 

www.pabreastcancer.org/grassroots_partners
Thanks to all who held events this year!

Horse enthusiast and breast
cancer survivor Linda Golden

organized the 4th Annual Ride the
Trail to a Cure to benefit the PBCC.
Riders joined Linda at Penn State
Mont Alto Campus - Michaux
State Forest for a fun, fall trail ride.
Some horses - like the adorable
little colt pictured - even wore pink
for the event.  Over $7000 was
raised this year!  Many thanks to
Linda Golden, her family, and all
those who came out for a great
trail ride for a good cause!

Ride the Trail for a Cure

HHooww  YYOOUU CCaann  MMaakkee  HHooppee  GGrrooww

CCoouulldd  yyoouu  oorrggaanniizzee  aa      
ccooookk--ooffff  lliikkee  MMeelliissssaa  ddiidd??
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Many thanks to the following sponsors of the 2009 
Pennsylvania Breast Cancer Coalition Annual Conference!

Amgen, Inc. - Jeanne & Ed Arnold - Genentech - Sanofi-Aventis US

Abramson Cancer Center of the University of Pennsylvania - AstraZeneca - Carlisle Regional Medical Center Radiology
Department - Elsie H. Hillman Foundation - The Estée Lauder Companies Inc. - Holy Redeemer Hospital and Medical
Center - Independence Blue Cross - Kimmel Cancer Center at Jefferson - St. Mary Medical Center - Teva Pharmaceuticals 

Adams County Breast Cancer Coalition - Allegheny General Hospital - Andrews & Patel Associates, PC - APSCUF - 
Capital BlueCross - The Center for Women's Health, Ephrata Cancer Center, Ephrata Community OB/GYN and Lancaster
County Center for Plastic Surgery at Ephrata Community Hospital - Centocor Ortho Biotech, Inc. - Crown Holdings, Inc. -
Cumberland Valley Breast Care Alliance - Feinberg Shopp  Associates - Fox Chase Cancer Center - Debbie & Pat Freer -
Glatfelter Insurance Group - Good Samaritan Health System - Graystone Bank - Guthrie Breast Care Center - The Hershey
Company - Holy Spirit Health System - Joan Karnell Cancer Center at Pennsylvania Hospital - Joyce Murtha Breast Care
Center at Windber Medical Center - Lehigh Valley Health Network - Novinger Group, Inc. - OakWood Breast Care Center -
Partners in Women’s Healthcare, PC - Pennsylvania Medical Society - Pennsylvania State Education Association - 
Philadelphia Federation of Teachers - Pinnacle Health - The Reading Hospital and Medical Center - The Regional Cancer
Center - The Rosenfeld Cancer Center at Abington Memorial Hospital - The Wistar Institute

BBrroonnzz
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Awards Luncheon Sponsor Grand Rounds Sponsor and 
Free Treatment Seminar Sponsor

Workshop SponsorPink Ribbon Reception Sponsor

Jeanne & Ed Arnold

Continental Breakfast Sponsor
Leslie Anne Miller, Esq.

Nametag Sponsor Print Sponsor

Abramson Cancer Center/Penn Medical - Advanced Thermal Imaging - Eye Candy - Feel Your Boobies Foundation - 
Genomic Health, Inc. - Higashi Pearls & Fine Jewelry - Lancaster General - Longaberger/Susie Baringer - Metro Bank  -
Mountz Jewelers - Myriad Genetic Laboratories, Inc. - The Perfect Match Boutique - Philadelphia Convention and Visitors
Bureau - Pink Wings - Pinnacle Health/Lymphedema Clinic - Pinnacle Health Breast Care Center - Social Security Adminis-
tration - Soulliard Designs - Spex and the City, Inc. - St. Andrew Development, Inc. - Tickled Pink  -  www.breastcancerand-
faith.com

PPaattrroonn
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Centerpiece Sponsor Totebag Sponsor

Give a gift of awareness with a pink ribbon license plate!
Order your PBCC breast cancer awareness 

license plate today!  One time fee of just $34.00!

www . p a b r e a s t c a n c e r . o r g / l i c e n s e . h tm l

abc27 - Aegis Security Insurance Company - David M. Becker - BG Novelty - Niles Fermi Byland - Digestive Disease Center -
Duane Morris Government Affairs - Ephrata National Bank - Hilton Harrisburg - Local 32BJ SEIU - Perlegen Sciences, Inc. -
Squires Consulting - T.B. Wood’s Inc.

EExxhhii
bbiittoorrss

Media Sponsors
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344 North Reading Road
Ephrata, PA 17522

Address Service Requested

This tax season YOU can help find a cure for breast cancer!

Look for the Pennsylvania Breast Cancer Coalition’s Income 
Tax Check-Off for Breast Cancer Research on Line 35 of your 

state income tax form and donate your refund for breast cancer research.

Your 
donation
TODAY 
ensures her 
tomorrows.

Help find a cure for breast cancer now...
so our daughters won’t have to.©

YOU 
Can Make a 
Difference 
This Year! 
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